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Scientific Report Summary.
(plain text, no figures, maximum 250 words, to be included in database and published)
On Mars, the airborne dust is a critical factor that drives the weather and climate of the planet. Dust devils
are thought to account for the ~50 % of the total dust budget, and they represent a continuous source of dust,
present even outside the dust storms period. For these reasons they have been proposed as the main
mechanism able to sustain the observed dust haze of the martian atmosphere. However, additional dust devil
surveys covering long diurnal periods are needed to place quantitative constraints on the cycles of these
events. In this regard, the present and future observations of the Radiation and Dust Sensor (RDS) and the
Sun Irradiance Sensor (SIS), which are part of NASA Mars 2020 and ESA/Roscosmos ExoMars 2022 missions,
offer a unique opportunity to monitoring dust devils at high temporal resolution from sunrise to sunset, and
with an excellent spatial coverage.
The main goal of the field campaign in the Makgadikgadi Salts Pans (20-EPN2-065) was to study dust lifting
events using the spare units of RDS and SIS. During the campaign (29 Sept to 6 Oct 2021), a large number of
dust devils (>10) and dust lifting events produced by wind gusts (>10) were observed by RDS and SIS sensors.
For each case, information on distance, size, temporal duration and direction was registered. This
information along with observations made by other instruments (e.g. wind speed and direction), have
allowed us to study the potential RDS and SIS capabilities for dust lifting characterization on Mars.

Full Scientific Report on the outcome of your TNA visit
The field campaign in the Makgadikgadi Salts Pans was performed from 28 Sept to 7 Oct 2021 in the Pan near
Mopipi town. The main goal of the campaign was to study dust lifting events (dust devils or dust lifting by
wind gusts) using the spare units of the Radiation and Dust Sensor (RDS) and the Sun Irradiance Sensor (SIS).
These instruments are part of the NASA Mars 2020 and ESA/Roscosmos ExoMars 2022 missions, and they are
designed to study the optical properties of the airborne dust on Mars. From the analysis of RDS and SIS
observations of dust devils during the campaign, we expect to characterize their measurements on Mars, and
thus place strong constraints on the diurnal cycle of these events in the red planet (critical for the study of the
dust cycle).
Each day of the campaign, RDS and SIS were set at two different locations, separated by about 25 m, along
with: i) 2 cameras to record panoramic videos during the campaign period; ii) a Vaisala weather station to
perform measurements of pressure, wind direction and intensity, temperature and relative humidity; and iii)
a ZEN radiometer to derive the dust optical depth at different wavelengths. The instrumental set up is shown
in Figure 1. The objective of having the two main instruments at two different locations was to capture the
dust lifting events with different observing geometry.
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Figure 1. Instrumental set up during the campaign.
During the campaign, a large number of dust devils (≫10) and dust lifting events produced by wind gusts (>10)
were observed by RDS and SIS (see Table 1 for a brief description). These registered events were similar to
those observed on Mars, and thus allow us to characterize their effects (temporal variations in the signals) on
the present and future observations of RDS and SIS on Mars. For each dust lifting, it was recorded the dust
devil distance, the size, temporal duration and direction. For doing this, concentric circles with radius of 25,
50, 75, 100, 125 and 150 m were made on the ground. This information along with the videos made by the
cameras, helped us to established the amount of dust lifted by the dust devil as well as their distances to the
instruments. All the data collected for each event was key to establish the RDS and SIS capabilities for dust
lifting characterization on Mars.
As reported in Table 1, the first two days of campaign were characterized by high dust-loading conditions and
frequent formations of dust lifting events produced by dust devils or wind gusts. Figure 2 shows, as example,
a dust devil (left image) and a dust lifting event produced by a wind gust (right image) registered on 29 and
30 Sept, respectively. From the images, we can infer a high dust opacity along the line of sight. For these two
days, each dust lifting event registered by the cameras was also detected by RDS and SIS (the signals show a
sharp peak at the time when the event is passing within the sensors field of view). Moreover, from a first
analysis of RDS and SIS signals it can be inferred if the dust lifting was produced by a dust devil or a wind gust
(important result for the observations on Mars).

Table 1. Summary of campaign days
A large number of dust devils (≫10) observed with different diameters, altitudes
29/09
and distances. Perfect wind conditions (5 m/s < V < 10 m/s) for dust devil
formation.
A large number of dust-lifting events produced by wind gusts. Winds too high (10
30/09
m/s < V) for dust devil formation. However, perfect day for studying dust lifting by
wind gusts.
Campaign day cancelled due to rain. Analysis of data acquired from previous
1/10
days.
Dust devil activity very low: soil still a bit humid.
2/10

3/10

Few dust devils observed (~ 5): winds too weak (V < 5 m/s).

4/10

Greater number of dust devils detected compared to previous days (>5). Winds
still a bit weak for some periods of time. Dust devils less dusty compared to the
first and second day of campaign.
Greater number of dust devils detected compared to previous days (>5). Perfect
wind conditions (5 m/s < V < 10 m/s) for dust devil formation. Dust devils less
dusty compared to the first and second day of campaign.

5/10

The third day of campaign had to be cancelled due to rain. This resulted in a lower dust-loading conditions in
the following days, and thus the amount of dust lifted by vortices or wind gusts was smaller compared to the
first two days. Figure 3 shows, as example, the formation of a dust devil on Oct 5 at around 13:30 (the events
for these days were very similar to that shown in this figure). By comparing Fig-2-3, we can clearly observe for
the Oct 5 case a much lower opacity along the dust devil line of sight. Despite the much lower opacity, RDS
and SIS were capable to captured these events in their signals. These results were key to establish the RDS
and SIS limits of detection.
Upon return to BIUST in Palapye, on the 6th of October, we held a seminar for staff and students titled:
“Atmospheric Science On Mars: From Earth Analogues To Future Planetary Networks”.
In summary, the campaign was a complete success. A large number of dust lifting events at different distances
and of different sizes were captured by RDS and SIS. These observations demonstrated the capability of these
sensors to detect and characterize dust devils on Mars. The analysis of the signals along with the information
acquired by the other instruments will allow us to quantitatively establish the sensors limit of detection. In
addition, the rainy episode offered us the possibility to study dust lifting events with different aerosol loading.

Figure 2. Left) Dust devil observed at around 2 pm on 29 Sept. The diameter was found to be between 5-10 m
and ~70 m away from the instrument stations. Right) Dust lifting by wind gust measured on 30 Sept. The two
days were before the rain, and thus dust devils were much dustier.

Figure 3. Sequence of images captured by the cameras showing the formation of a dust devil near the
instrumentation station. The dust devil appeared at 13:31:09 (indicated by the black arrows), and moved
several meters away from the station before disappearing in about 1-2 minutes.
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